Much like the impact of steroids on animals, fertilisers have an incredible impact on plant growth. In the
case of wheat, the grain became so heavy the stems collapsed under the weight and the crop was left on the
ground and was not mechanically harvestable. Borlaug selectively bred the wheat to enhance its
characteristics, making the stems shorter and stronger, which supported the plant and allowed mechanised
harvesting.

Insecticides, herbicides, and fungicides also played a key role in enhancing yields. Borlaug and others bred
disease resistant genes into many of the plants. For wheat, stem rust is the most feared of all diseases. It is
a cancer that can turn a healthy crop of wheat into a tangled mass of stems that produce little or no grain.
The infection spreads quickly by windborne spores. Wheat rust has caused major famines since the
beginning of history. In North America, huge grain losses occurred in 1903 and 1905 and from 1950 to 1954.
Agricultural chemicals have helped keep these diseases at bay.
The amount of energy consumed using modern agriculture practices has increased exponentially. To obtain
the quadrupling of grain output since 1950 some estimate we now use 30 to 50 times as much energy.
Fertiliser is an extremely energy intensive product. Mechanised planting and harvesting requires a vast
amount of diesel fuel. Processing, packaging, shipping and storing add to the energy intensive nature of the
product.
Some estimate Western diets utilise 10 calories of energy inputs for every calorie we consume. “Eating
fossil fuels” is how some sceptics have described the process. As globalisation continues the diet of many
developing countries has become westernised - requiring much larger energy inputs than we have seen
historically.
Can we continue to expand our agricultural output to feed the world? Or will we see price spikes and food
riots in the future? In our opinion the following major threats exist for the global agricultural sector:
•

Fresh water will be required in increasing amounts to maintain and expand global agriculture output.
Groundwater is becoming more expensive to pump in many areas, and is non-existent in others.
Desalination of seawater is very energy intensive and generally is not economic for agriculture use.
Irrigation is critical.

•

Modern agriculture is an energy intensive business. The cost of diesel fuel, natural gas, and fertiliser
inputs will influence crop economics. Irrigation and pumping can also be energy intensive. Price
volatility in the energy and fertiliser sectors makes it very difficult to plan what crops to plant, and in
what quantities. When input prices increase, agricultural prices must increase or fewer acres will be
planted. Many parts of the globe cannot afford expensive grains, and by implication expensive
energy.

•

Global population and economic growth will result in more people eating increasingly energy
intensive foods as they “Westernise” their diets. Demand for grains as a biofuel or animal feedstock
will also increase.

•

A crop failure in North America or Australia would have severe implications for global grain prices.

The US, Canada, and Australia are the major global grain exporting countries. An early freeze in the US grain
belt, or a disease such as UG-99 (a wheat stem rust now threatening India), could severely impact crop
yields.
In light of these threats it is our opinion that mankind’s greatest challenge over the next 50 years will be
supplying adequate supplies of reasonably priced (1) energy, and (2) food to support the globe’s growing
population and economy.
While food riots and rising prices are not in the headlines today, the underlying challenges in the
agricultural sector remain. The easily obtained gains in yields have been achieved. The most fertile lands are
already under cultivation. In the future, progress will most likely be more difficult. Like the energy sector,
additional capital will be needed to insure we can enhance agricultural productivity to meet increasing
global demands.
While there are critics of the Green Revolution and the massive changes it has brought to the agricultural
sector and the world economy, Dr Norman Borlaug was probably one of the greatest Americans - possibly
one of the greatest humans - to have ever walked on the face of the earth.
The number of people across the globe who have escaped famine and are now alive and enjoying a robust
diet due to his discoveries can be measured in the billions. For the vast majority of these people, the irony is
his name and achievements will forever remain an unknown.
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